Abstract. Optoacoustic (OA) detection apparatus can be used for analysis of various optical absorbers in very dilute concentrations. Parameters of pulse OA spectroscopy as applied to highly transparent samples are derived allowing to compare the potentialities to these of conventional absorption methods. We consider a frequently used OA device based upon linear thermoelastic OA conversion. Practice of both amplitude and dynamic versions of OA method are discussed. The role of pure solvent contribution is revealed. Useful estimates are provided.
INTRODUCTION
The term "figures of merit", as applied to optoacoustic (OA) liquid spectroscopy with direct recording of the acoustic response was broadly discussed in, say, Ref [I] . It is difficult to apply here the factors controlling sensitivity in conventional absorption spectroscopy since OA spectroscopy is of zero-background type. Hence one of the subjects under discussion is the dependence of the limiting detectable concentration of the solute upon laser pulse energy. The object of the present paper is to obtain refined versions of the figures of merit which characterize the contemporary state of OA-spectroscopy and allow to compare its potentialities with these of conventional absorption methods. Furthermore, the parameters obtained correspond to the demands of IUPAC.
CHOOSING A N APPROPRIATE OA SET-UP
Parameters of an optoacoustic set-up for future use must meet certain requirements [2] . These requirements were treated in various papers. In particular, minimal detectable thermalized energy per unit length of the sample was defined, em,, = (atOtE),,, [I] , where atot is the absorptivity of the sample, E is laser pulse energy. The convenience of em,, is that it is unaffected by dimensions of OA cell. However, it follows that when using em,, the minimal detectable value of absorptivity, a ; : , is inversely proportional to E, the latter fact being of limited applicability. Further on, when one deals with different liquid samples it is useful to characterize the OA set-up with the product y = rlernin [5] which takes into account parameters of the sample and OA cell length 1 as well. Hence the problem is to minimize y .
We start from the point that it is not sufficient to characterize the method by any one parameter solely. On the contrary, a set of parameters is proposed.
To our opinion, the initial set-up design assumes the account of the contribution of pure solvent. OA spectroscopy is mainly used for diluted solutions investigation. Hence the solvent contribution is to be treated separately, as a starting position. Let us put down the total sample absorptivity in the form
where a is the absorptivity of the solvent, €(A) is molar absorptivity of the solute to be investigated depending upon the beam wave length X , C is its concentration. It appears that the previously introduced em,, makes the sense provided that it corresponds to the first term in the right side of the equation thus describing response of the pure solvent. We restrict ourselves to the amplitude version of OA-spectroscopy at this stage. With respect to the previously introduced variables optoacoustic spectroscopy equation for receiver output amplitude can be put down as follows:
(1) where UN is output noise level of the receiver and N is the number of shots to be averaged. Here the second addend represents the background contribution of the pure solvent. With C 0 Eq.(l) yields a simple relation for limiting detectable absorptivity of the solvent:
The value amin so defined is truly inversely proportional to pulse energy. It can not be used for immediate estimation of the detection limit of the solute. However it remains a very useful parameter (as it will be shown) and can be estimated as follows. Simple calculations yield Y =1.5-lo8 pV-cm/J in the case of water sample and typical values a0 =0.1 cm, r =1 cm, = 460 pV/Pa.
If energy deposits correspond to thermoelastic regime values, namely, E = 0.01 J, we now obtain with N = 100 and U N N 7 pV that a,;,, = cm-l.
STAGE OF MEASUREMENT. AMPLITUDE VERSION
One of analytical figures of merit, the limiting concentration of the solute Cmi,,P which can be detected within the probability P is introduced as follows according to IUPAC rules: where S, is the absolute error of pure solvent response compensation. This variable contributes significantly to the total error. For typical relative error of the apparatus of 0.01 we can put S, -cm-'. The previously defined value a , , , competes with S, . It follows from Eq. (2) and Eq.(4) that the optimal set-up assumes the fulfillment of the condition a,,, << S,. For this case ignoring Sb and substituting Eq.(4) into Eq.(2) one obtains limiting detectable concentration value, independent of E , and N :
In our experiments test solutions of fucshine were irradiated by the second harmonics of YAGNd3f laser pulse (A = 535 nm, €(A) = 0.073 m L .~m /~g ) .
With axisymmetric OA cell having a piezoceramic cylindrical receiver, providing Y = 1.5 . 10' pV.cm/J and in view of P = 0.99 and tpXf =5.8 we get a , ; , -lo-? cm-l and CGn,p = 0.1 pg/L.
STAGE OF MEASUREMENT. DYNAMIC CONCEPT
Despite of the spread of the methods of amplitude OA diagnostics the amount of information on the specimen under study that these methods allow one to obtain is rather limited. The concept of laser dynamic optoacoustic spectroscopy was discussed in Ref. frequency-or time-domain resolution of signals and the extraction of the additional information offered by the moment of the signal arrival, signal form, the profile of the rising front, the relationship among the amplitudes of the phases of its fine structure, etc. Dynamic approach is useful, for example, if the presence of some impurity gives rise to some additional mechanism of opto-acoustic conversion.
The following is a simplified example of how we use spectral processing for spectroscopy parameters enhancement. Let us consider the microinhomogeneous liquid sample having a small amount of immersed particles of radius R. The limiting numeric concentration of the suspension Cki,,p can be estimated as follows. An auxiliary mechanism of opto-acoustic conversion connected with heat transfer from particles to solvent causes an increase of the low frequency constituents [7] , i.e. exhibits itself in the frequency range (0, ~T / T R ) , where TR -R2/x is the time of temperature equalization in the particle, x is temperature conductivity. We can put now for the output signal amplitude instead of Eq.(l) with respect to these frequency changes Here u,,p is voltage response spectrum induced by opto-acoustic conversion due to heat migration from particles' ensemble, uw,s is voltage response spectrum corresponding to direct heating of the pure solvent and noise level u& corresponds now to the frequency range chosen. In the case of instantaneous perception of the particle heat by the surrounding liquid and with respect to optical and thermodynamical properties of the particles [8] the following is valid:
Here Y* = npc1/2/(T1/2cpr1/2Ti/2), ka is so-called absorption efficiency factor of a particle [9] . The low frequency spectrum of the solvent response obeys u,,s cc &.
Upon integrating Eq.(5) over the indicated frequency range that corresponds to simple low-frequency filtration we obtain for the coefficients a and b in Eq. (3) We can now put for the absolute error Sa in the way similar to Eq. (4) The first addend under the root sign is very close to the previously defined a$*,. However the value of Sa according to Eq. (7) is about 20 times less than that of Eq.(4) for typical measurement conditions. A considerable gain in limiting detectable concentration is a consequence of the relation Eq.(7). For the optimized set-up design we finally find from Eq.(2).
At R = cm, k, 1 the value C$,,p N lo2 ~m -~ (volume part of the suspension lop9).
-

CONCLUSION
These results form the basis against which useful parameters of OA diagnostics can be evaluated. It is shown that laser pulse energy, the number of shots to be averaged and piezoelectric transducer sensitivity have no effect on the limiting detectable concentration if one utilizes an optimized measurement device based upon linear thermoelastic 0 A conversion. The parameters listed here are used at the stage of device choice and device preparation to achieve decrease of the minimal detectable absorption of the pure solvent. Furthermore, it becomes evident that revealing some additional mechanisms (non-linear ones included) of OA conversion offers new information about the sample under study. For example, OA cavitation mechanism (not to be confused with laser induced breakdown) can be used not only to detect the suspension concentration to roughly estimate particles' dimensions as well [9] . The potentialities of such high-power versions of the discussed technique can be described by some new set of parameters.
